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WSU V4/V2 Explainer 

BASIC OVERVIEW 

The WSU V4/V2 open a path within a person’s field thereby making it easier for that individual to access a very pure 

form of the Life Force Energy potentials and information fields which are ubiquitous in the universe. The individual’s 

soul is what actually controls the whole process. Orynoco tech essentially makes your soul an offering to help it 

rejuvenate its human expression on Earth. The soul can then do whatever it wishes with that offering. 

V2 / V4 COMMONALITIES AND DIFFERENCES 

Commonalities 

The V2 and V4 work in slightly different ways. Ultimately they both open up the energy path potentials for 

clearing and rejuvenation in the matter state. They also provide access to higher states should the individual 

be ready for that work. Hence the variety of responses everyone familiar with our tech has witnessed when 

people have sessions. Some people may use the potentials offered to rejuvenate and re-vitalise meridians. 

Other may directly experience the fields themselves.  Still others may go further by taking full advantage of 

the possibilities by more fully exploring the various potential pathways that have been opened up in their 

own field. Both options also provide inter-unit connection and inter-location connection abilities. 

V2 General Specifics 

The V2 uses a combination of our standard Transition State Elements (TSE). It is well-suited to clinical 

settings because it has the option of wall mounts which do not take up any floor space in the 

therapy room. We have found that the V2 model excels at ‘accelerating the fields’. The end result of 

this is that the therapist can achieve enhanced accessibility to the client’s various information fields. 

This in turn means that the therapist’s intuition is quicker and more efficient thereby providing them 

with the insights and answers they need much more quickly and accurately. In a similar manner the 

V2 also supports any work that the therapist does with their clients making it more efficient and 

effective. 

V4 General Specifics 

The V4 has a special Transition State Element (TSE) which is specifically engineered for accessing the 

soul. This makes it a more personal experience in our view because it gets tailored to the individual 

via their soul. Herein rebalancing of the individual is done by accessing what the individual actually 

needs first, which may not be what the individual thinks and believes they need. This soul-tailored 

interaction results in a perfect experience regardless of whether the individual is just beginning on 

their spiritual journey and path, or they are already advanced. 
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